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I. Introduction 

[1] Adam Christian Gauthier [“Gauthier”] on August 29, 2012 entered into a mortgage [the 

“Mortgage”] with Crossroads-DMD Mortgage Investment Corporation [“Crossroads-DMD”] for 
$15,950.00. The Mortgage is secured against a property [the “Residence”] in St. Albert, Alberta: 

8 Abel Place, St. Albert, Alberta, T8N 2X5 
Plan 7722558 
Block 8 

Lot 56 
Excepting thereout all mines and minerals 

[2] Crossroads-DMD claims that Gauthier is in default of the terms of the Mortgage, and, on 
June 4, 2015 sued for: 

1. a declaration the Mortgage is in default, and for the debt owed as a consequence, 

2. an order for possession of the Residence, 
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3. appointment of a receiver, 

4. an order for sale of the Property to Crossroads-DMD, 

5. costs on a solicitor and client full indemnity basis, and 

6. a preservation order. 

[3] Gauthier has not filed a Statement of Defence, but has appeared at several applications by 
Crossroads-DMD. At the first hearing before Master Prowse in Calgary on August 31, 2015, 
Gauthier sought and received an order that transferred this action from the judicial district of 

Calgary to Edmonton. The redemption order application was adjourned to be heard in Edmonton. 

[4]  Crossroads-DMD’s application for a redemption period of one day was then heard 

before me on October 1, 2015. At that point Gauthier appeared, again without having filed a 
Statement of Defence or other pleading in response to Crossroads-DMD’s June 4, 2015 
Statement of Claim. He had, however, placed a number of documents on file, and made broad 

claims that allegedly subverted the debt and Mortgage. He explained his attempts to respond to 
Crossroads-DMD had been impeded by a computer malfunction. 

[5] After hearing from the parties I reserved my decision and ordered: 

1. Gauthier had until October 13, 2015 to provide to the Masters’ Office, 
any pleadings and arguments in response to the Crossroads-DMD 

lawsuit, and, more specifically, the Redemption Order sought;  
2. Crossroads-DMD had until October 23 to respond; and 

3. I would then issue a written judgment on the Crossroads-DMD 
application. 

[6] On October 13, 2015 Gauthier attempted to file: 

1. a “Counterclaim of Adam Christian Gauthier, individual human being, man”; 

2. an application to have the Statement of Claim amended: 

... whereas they have my name written in all capital letters 
representing the artificial person, juristic personality, legal person, 
subject of Her Majesty the Queen which I am not. The name 

should be written as follows: Adam Christian Gauthier. 

and 

3. an Affidavit with six exhibits. 

[7] These documents were not filed by the Clerk because Gauthier refused to pay filing fees, 
relying on an order issued in Calgary by Master Prowse to waive those fees. The Clerk takes the 

position that Master Prowse’s order is unauthorized as being outside his jurisdiction. I take no 
position on that, but did permit Gauthier to direct these documents to me, for the sole purpose of 

acting as a written brief for this reserve judgment.  

[8] To be explicit, the October 13, 2015 Gauthier documents are not considered as filed with 
the Court. I have placed those documents on the Court file with an attached letter that indicates 

that the three October 13, 2015 documents are written argument by Gauthier in response to the 
Crossroads-DMD redemption order application. This means, for example, that Crossroads-DMD 

has no obligation to respond to the unfiled “Counterclaim”.  
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[9] Crossroads-DMD made no response. 

[10] This decision is the reserve judgment in response to the October 1, 2015 oral argument 

and the written materials that were subsequently submitted to me. 

II. The Factual Background 

[11] The critical facts in this matter are not in dispute, but the parties disagree as to their legal 
ramifications. 

[12] On August 29, 2012, Gauthier and Crossroads-DMD entered into the Mortgage with a 

principal of $15,950.00 and monthly $223.02 payments. That contract permits Crossroads-DMD 
to seek the entire remaining amount if the Mortgage goes into default and provides for costs on a 

solicitor-client full indemnity basis.  

[13] This is the second mortgage on the Residence. The first mortgage to Equitable Bank has 
an outstanding debt of over a quarter million dollars.  

[14] On June 4, 2015, Crossroads-DMD filed its Statement of Claim. Substitutional service 
was ordered on June 11, 2015. Crossroads-DMD filed an application for a redemption order on 

August 17, 2015, supported by the Affidavit of Maureen Macdonald which documented 
Gauthier’s default on the Mortgage. At that point the outstanding amount claimed was 
$19,048.92. On August 28, 2015, Gauthier was noted in default.  

[15] On August 31, 2015, Gauthier filed: 

 a Notice to Admit Facts where those facts include allegations of mortgage fraud, that the 

Mortgage is a void consumer note, that Gauthier is not a person, claims concerning 
international treaties, and that “... the plaintiff is seeing arbitrary court orders that would 

stripe [sic] me the man, Adam Christian Gauthier of my fundamental freedoms.”, and 

 an application to have this matter transferred from Calgary to Edmonton. 

[16] On September. 2, 2015, the action was transferred to Edmonton by order of Master 

Prowse. 

[17] On September 9, 2015, Gauthier filed a second copy Notice to Admit Facts on. It appears 

to be identical to the August 31, 2015 Notice. 

[18] On September 9, 2015, Crossroads-DMD filed an Affidavit of Nichole Coyle that 
attached a copy of Standard Mortgage Terms. On the same date Gauthier filed an August 26, 

2015 caveat against the Residence, an irregular document titled “Notice of Recognition”, and an 
apparently incomplete Affidavit from himself. 

III. Submissions by the Parties  

A. Crossroads-DMD 

[19] Counsel for Crossroads-DMD summarized the matter to the date of the application. She 

noted the mortgage had matured, and Gauthier is expected to pay the outstanding debt. She 
stressed that a timely response would be beneficial since the Residence has little remaining 

equity, and therefore asked for a one day redemption period. She also identified Gauthier as an 
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Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Argument [“OPCA”] litigant, per Meads v Meads, 2012 
ABQB 571, 543 AR 215. 

B. Gauthier 

[20] Gauthier aired a range of complaints at the October 1, 2015 hearing. While he admitted 

he had stopped paying the Mortgage, his position is that the Mortgage’s terms were unfair and 
predatory. There was a lack of disclosure. He was not aware of the terms of the contract when it 
was signed; this was fraud. The Mortgage was unsupported by valuable consideration. Gauthier 

did not realize the contract was a negotiable instrument: He argued that the Mortgage improperly 
lacks a label, “Consumer Purchase”, as required by Bills of Exchange Act, RSC 1985, c B-4, s 

190, making the Mortgage void. 

[21] Gauthier explained he would have filed a Notice of Counterclaim, were it not for the fact 
his computer had malfunctioned, but counsel for Crossroads-DMD had received a draft copy of 

his planned counterclaim. He questioned whether this hearing should be conducted in morning 
Chambers, but was unable to suggest an alternative venue. Gauthier also complained that his 

name had been printed in all capital letters on the Statement of Claim, preferring that it be 
written following the “Canadian Style”, and he wanted the Statement of Claim amended to 
correct that. A full audit should be conducted on the Mortgage account. 

[22] Gauthier explicitly rejected the Plaintiff’s characterization of himself as an OPCA 
litigant, and indicated that in any case, Meads v Meads is not a binding judgment, but instead is 

only obiter. 

[23] Gauthier’s October 13, 2015 documents cover much the same ground. He indicates 
Crossroads-DMD has engaged in a criminal conspiracy to defraud him. It is: 

... misleading or deceptive pursuant to the Alberta Rules of Court, Bills of 
Exchange Act sections 55(2), 190(1), Law of Property Act sections 38(2)(a), 

38(4), 40(1), and the intent of these actions if successful would violate the 
Constitution Act 1982 section 7, Article 5 of the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and Articles 8 and 17 International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

[24] He further argues that the Mortgage is “a consumer note without the words “consumer 

purchase” on the face of the instrument.” The absence of those words makes the mortgage void, 
per Bills of Exchange Act, s 190(2). 

[25] Gauthier takes the position that he was unaware when he signed the Mortgage that it had 

no associated value because Crossroads-DMD: 

... loaned book-entry credit created at no cost whatsoever ... and fraudulently 

passed that cost-free book-entry credit off to [Gauthier] as legal tender whereas in 
truth and in fact [Gauthier] himself provided his own legal tender by virtue of the 
6,340.54 in cash monies taken from his account ... 

The alleged debt was created by [Crossroads-DMD] as a book-entry credit at no 
cost to [Crossroads-DMD] and thus [Crossroads-DMD] has no right whatsoever 

to claim payments in Canadian cash currency in return for book-entry credit 
created out of thin air totally unbacked by either real wealth or security in the 
hands of [Crossroads-DMD]. 
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[Gauthier] had no actual valuable consideration at the time the note was tendered. 
... 

The alleged mortgage contract between [Gauthier] and [Crossroads-DMD] 
specifically fails to state that [Crossroads-DMD] is engaged in a barter contract 

which comprises book-entry credit created at no cost to [Crossroads-DMD] in 
exchange for Canadian cash currency from [Gauthier]. [Crossroads-DMD] 
alleged contract is therefore false and misleading and has been deliberately made 

so by [Crossroads-DMD’s] officers and employees for the purpose of taking 
unfair advantage of [Gauthier]. [Crossroads-DMD] has as a consequence denied 

[Gauthier] his proper rights in natural justice. 

[26] Gauthier’s October 13, 2015 Affidavit at paras 1-4 further explains the theoretical 
construct in which Gauthier places himself.  

1. I am a man and an individual human being with standing within the territory 
commonly known as Canada. (See exhibit 1 “Statement of Live Birth”). 

2. I am exercising my right NOT to take recognition as a person before the law. 
Article 16 ICCPR 

3. I am not a person or any class of person. 

4. I am the Beneficiary and Grantor of the account referred to as the juristic 
person ADAM CHRISTIAN GAUTHIER (Instrument #’ A 1629383 (birth 

certificate) and P2023004 (statement of live birth) held on file with the Office 
of the Registrar General). 

[27] Additional arguments advanced by Gauthier include an allegation that Crossroads-DMD 

had not met a timeline for information disclosure on request, per Law of Property Act, s 38(2). 
Gauthier has obtained a valuation for the Residence which he argues indicates that Crossroads-

DMD had engaged in misconduct by substantially undervaluing that property. He also complains 
that he has attempted to resolve this matter outside of court, but counsel for Crossroads-DMD 
has not cooperated. This is a plan “... to use mounting solicitor client costs as a tactic to 

intimidate me into paying the alleged debt amount.” 

[28] Finally, at paras 22-23, Gauthier repeats his objection to being identified as an OPCA 

litigant; arguing the to do so is unfair and prejudicial: 

22. ... while in court October 1, 2015 one of Hendrix’s Law’s agents 
attempted to prejudice my standing and thus my ability to defend myself by 

attempting to suggest/label me an OPCA litigant. Again this speaks to the malice 
and ill natured intent of these crooks. If they are lawyers then they should know 

what a “person” is in the eyes of the court as compared to a human being and that 
the Meads judgment is mostly obiter dicta and not a binding piece of case law. 

23. I am not an OPCA litigant nor do I have any association with “freemen on 

the land”. 
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IV. Analysis 

[29] Gauthier does not dispute that he entered into a mortgage with Crossroads-DMD. He 

does not deny that he has not made the payments required under that contract. This means he 
does not dispute that the Mortgage is in default. 

[30] As I understand his oral and written submissions, Gauthier argues the legality or 
enforceability of the contract itself: 

1. The Mortgage is an improperly marked “consumer purchase” bill of 

exchange or promissory note and is therefore void; 

2. Crossroads-DMD and the Mortgage did not disclose but instead concealed 

that Crossroads-DMD had not transferred any funds under the Mortgage,. 
It had only provided a “cost-free book-entry credit” which had no value. 
This was unconscionable and fraudulent; 

3. Crossroads-DMD had not in a timely manner followed the requirements 
set by Law of Property Act, RSA 2000, c L-7, ss 38(2)(a), 38(4), 40(1); 

and 

4. These acts breached or were intended to breach section 7 of the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part 1, Constitution Act, 1982, being 

Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11 [the “Charter”] and 
several international treaties. 

[31] This decision will address two preliminary points before turning to Gauthier’s 
complaints. 

A. The Legal Status of Meads v Meads and other Judgment Authorities 

[32] As a preliminary point I will respond to Gauthier’s argument that I should not consider 
myself as bound by the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench Meads v Meads decision of Associate 

Chief Justice Rooke. Gauthier called it “obiter”. My suspicion is that Gauthier views a 
declaration of that kind to be a kind of simple invocation that will allow him to escape otherwise 
binding court authorities. It does not, but I think it would be helpful to offer him an explanation 

of “obiter” or “obiter dicta”, and what that term actually means. 

[33] Obiter are statements of law, principle or conclusions, that do not directly relate to the 

outcome of a court decision. For example, a judge might write a decision that says because of 
facts A I conclude B, and therefore do C, but if I the facts had been X, I would have concluded 
Y, and then I would have done Z. The X, Y and Z analysis is obiter. The court did not use that 

part of the decision to reach its actual conclusion. An obiter component of a judgment is not 
binding on other courts. It is, however, potentially influential. 

[34] Next I should clarify stare decisis. This principle dictates when a court has the discretion 
to address an issue, point of law, or a fact. In South Side Woodwork v R.C. Contracting (1989), 
95 AR 161, 33 CLR 43 (Alta QB), Master Funduk explained where Masters of this Court fall in 

the judicial hierarchy:  

[51]  Any legal system which has a judicial appeals process inherently creates a 

pecking order for the judiciary regarding where judicial decisions stand on the 
legal ladder. 
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[52]  I am bound by decisions of Queen’s Bench judges, by decisions of the 
Alberta Court of Appeal and by decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada. Very 

simply, Masters in Chambers of a superior trial court occupy the bottom rung of 
the superior courts judicial ladder. 

[53]  I do not overrule decisions of a judge of this court. . . .  

[35] The Meads v Meads decision was made by a justice (judge) of the Court of Queen’s 
Bench of Alberta. I cannot ignore any non-obiter findings and principles of law in that decision. 

Those have binding authority on the Masters of the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta  

[36] Though this will come up again later, one point that Gauthier argued is that he is “an 

individual human being, or man with inherent jurisdiction on the land commonly known as 
Canada”, and “not a person as defined by Interpretations Act RSC 1985”. He is “... the 
Beneficiary and Grantor of the account referred to as the juristic person ADAM CHRISTIAN 

GAUTHIER ...”. 

[37] This is obviously an attempt to invoke the OPCA double/split person or “Strawman” 

concept: individuals have two interlinked aspects, a physical “human” element and an attached 
or interlinked non-corporeal legal element, what Gauthier calls a “person” or “juristic person”. 

[38] In Meads v Meads this concept is reviewed and rejected at paras 417-446. Rooke ACJ 

concludes that in Canadian law the double/split person concept is entirely unfounded in any 
sense, and has been systematically rejected every time anyone has ever raised it in a Canadian 

court. He then goes to evaluate the documents that the respondent, Dennis Larry Meads, had 
filed in the Meads v Meads action. Rooke ACJ explains at paras 432-439 that the Meads’ 
documents are meaningless because they attempt to invoke the double/split person concept, and 

concludes at paras 438-439: 

[438]  ... everything good and of value attaches to the physical person of Mr. 

Meads, while all obligation and debt is allocated to the unfortunate DENNIS 
LARRY MEADS, corporate entity. 

[439]  Of course, that does not work. Mr. Meads is Mr. Meads in all his physical 

or imaginary aspects. He would experience and obtain the same effect and success 
if he appeared in court and selectively donned and removed a rubber Halloween 

mask which portrays the appearance of another person, asserting at this or that 
point that the mask’s person is the one liable to Ms. Meads. Not that I am 
encouraging, or indeed would countenance, the wearing of a mask in my 

courtroom. 

[39] This means that ACJ Rooke’s conclusion that the double/split person “Strawman” is a 

myth is not obiter. He used that conclusion of law to reach the result in Meads v Meads. As a 
consequence that conclusion is binding on me. To be explicit, even if that were not the law I 
would come to exactly the same conclusion. Gauthier’s claim that distinguishes an “individual 

human being” from the “person” is entirely meaningless. They are one and the same. Gauthier’s 
apparent belief as to the legal meaning of the word “person” is entirely false and incorrect. 

[40] I note that the “Strawman” double/split person concept was also rejected by the 
Newfoundland and Labrador Court of Appeal in a recent judgment, Fiander v Mills, 2015 
NLCA 31 at para 20:  
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This notion of treating a named individual as an “estate” that is somehow separate 
from the person who is subject to the law and that is free from governmental 

regulation is also a concept unrecognized by the law of Canada. It is just nonsense 
... 

[41] Chief Justice Green concludes the “Strawman” is so obviously and notoriously false that 
he directs that anytime a trial court encounters “... the fractionating of human personality to 
support claims of not being subject to law ...” that the litigant who made that argument should be 

presumed to have sued in a vexatious and abusive manner and only is appearing in court for an 
improper and ulterior purpose: paras 39-40. The “Strawman” is therefore not merely a myth. It is 

litigation poison. The Fiander v Mills decision is not binding upon me, but it has significant 
weight because that instruction was from a Canadian Court of Appeal. 

[42] Another rule Gauthier should be aware of is that there are parts of Meads v Meads which 

are obiter, but which are nevertheless binding on me because those passages originate in other, 
non-obiter court decisions. For example, at para 216 Rooke ACJ indicates notaries do not have 

judge-like authority. Meads did not argue that in his materials or court appearance, so that 
statement is obiter. However, Meads v Meads then references an Alberta Court of Appeal 
decision: Papadopoulos v Borg, 2009 ABCA 201 at paras 3, 10. That decision includes the 

following explicit statement: 

The appellant put great stock in the fact that his unconventional documents had 

been notarized by a Notary Public, but the involvement of the notary could not 
give these legally ineffective documents any force of law. ... 

[43] The passage in Papadopoulos v Borg is not obiter and is binding on me. It is from the 

Alberta Court of Appeal. 

[44] There is a third important point for Gauthier to understand concerning Meads v Meads. 

The weight and influence of a judgment increases when other judges and courts accept that a 
decision provides the correct approach to a legal issue. Judicial reasoning operates in that sense 
on a consensus basis, and if a judge’s obiter reasoning is generally accepted then that obiter 

becomes increasingly influential. Consensus results in a generally understood and agreed upon 
principal of law. 

[45] The Meads v Meads judgment is very widely cited and accepted in Canada. Five 
Canadian Courts of Appeal have explicitly endorsed the decision as correct: R v Blerot, 2015 
SKCA 69 at para 4; Minicozzi c Royal Bank of Canada, 2013 QCCA 1722 at para 1; Fiander v 

Mills at paras 11, 19, 38; Bossé v Farm Credit Canada, 2014 NBCA 34 at para 43, 419 NBR 
(2d) 1, leave denied [2014] SCCA No 354; Tupper v Nova Scotia (Attorney General), 2015 

NSCA 92 at para 53. In those provinces Meads v Meads is the law. And Canada is not the only 
country which has accepted the analysis and conclusions in Meads v Meads; it has also been 
cited both in the Commonwealth and the United States: 

 Australia: Kosteska v Magistrate Manthey & Anor, [2013] QCA 105; ACM Group Ltd v 

Jenner, [2014] QMC 7; Deputy Commissioner of Taxation v Aitken, [2015] WADC 18. 

 Northern Ireland: Parker v McKenna & Anor, [2015] NIMaster 1. 

 The Republic of Ireland: Freeman & anor v Bank of Scotland (Ireland) Ltd & ors, 

[2013] IEHC 371; Kearney v KBC Bank Ireland Plc & Anor, [2014] IEHC 260; 
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McCarthy & Ors v Bank of Scotland Plc & Anor, [2014] IEHC 340; Harrold v Nua 

Mortgages Ltd., [2015] IEHC 15. 

 Scotland: Watson v Lord Advocate Sheriff Court, [2013] GWD 19-378. 

 The Isle of Jersey: Vibert v AG, [2013] JRC 030. 

 United States: USA v Phillips (2 October 2014), US District Court North District of 
Illinois Eastern Division, Case No. 1:12-cr-872; Wik v Kunego, DC, WD New York 

2014 No 11-CV-6205-CJS; Wik v Dollinger, DC, WD New York 2014 No 12-CV-6399-
CJS. 

[46] If Gauthier thinks he can wave away Meads v Meads by a simple declaration that 
decision is just one judge’s opinion or because it is obiter, then he is wrong. What was one 
opinion is now a judicial chorus. Not one court has sung a dissenting note. Anyone who makes 

claims like the “Strawman” clause and then says Meads v Meads does not apply to them is going 
to face a very, very steep uphill battle in our Courts. 

B. Gauthier is an OPCA Litigant 

[47] Gauthier at his October 1, 2015 court appearance and in his affidavit complains counsel 
for Crossroads-DMD has incorrectly and maliciously labelled him as an OPCA litigant. After a 

review of Gauthier’s materials and arguments, I agree with the manner in which he was 
identified. Gauthier has advanced stereotypic and well known OPCA arguments and motifs, such 

as the double/split person “Strawman”. He also appears to place special significance on his birth 
documentation as creating an “account”. The Newfoundland Court of Appeal concluded in 
Fiander v Mills that a court should presume a litigant who argues these things does so for an 

improper and ulterior purpose. There are legal consequences to that presumption. 

[48] Gauthier is clearly aware of the Meads v Meads decision, and I suspect some of its 

successors. He nevertheless chose to advance “Strawman” and unorthodox birth document 
concepts in court. If Gauthier wants to avoid the OPCA litigant classification in future court 
appearances, then he should take into account that Canadian courts have systematically rejected 

and denounced those concepts. 

C. The Mortgage is a Void Consumer Note 

[49] Gauthier argues that the Mortgage is a void consumer purchase bill of exchange or 
promissory note and, as a consequence, must be marked as a “Consumer Purchase”: Bills of 
Exchange Act, s 190(1). The Mortgage has no such notation. Gauthier therefore concludes that 

the Mortgage cannot be enforced against him and is void: Bills of Exchange Act, s 190(2). 

[50] This argument (that lending or mortgage contracts are a “consumer purchase” subject to 

Bills of Exchange Act, Part V) is a known OPCA ‘money for nothing’ motif and has been 
repeatedly rejected by the Courts: Toronto-Dominion Bank c Demers, 2012 QCCS 2911 at 
paras 12-17, affirmed 2012 QCCA 1696; Laurentian Bank of Canada c Renaud, 2012 QCCS 

4025 at paras 24-26, EYB 2012-210469; Royal Bank of Canada c Dobe, 2012 QCCS 4490, 
leave denied 2012 QCCA 2049; Viglione c Banque de Montréal, 2013 QCCS 2961, Banque 

Royale du Canada c Minicozzi, 2013 QCCQ 6566 at paras 23-24, affirmed 2013 QCCA 1722; 
Banque Royale du Canada c Tremblay, 2013 QCCQ 12827 at paras 16-17, affirmed 2013 
QCCA 2035; Gladue v Asset Recovery Management & Sales, [1997] AJ No 1251 (QL) (Alta 

QB); Whitfield v Chrysler Credit Canada Ltd., 2001 ABQB 497, 294 AR 376. 
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[51] I come to the same conclusion in relation to Gauthier’s complaint that the Mortgage is 
subject to Bills of Exchange Act, Part V. There are three reasons for that. 

1. A Contract is not a Bill of Exchange 

[52] The marking obligation created Part V of the Bills of Exchange Act applies to “consumer 

bills” and “consumer notes”: Bills of Exchange Act, s 190. A “consumer bill” is a bill of 
exchange: Bills of Exchange, s 189. A “consumer note” is a promissory note: Bills of Exchange 
Act, s 189(2). 

[53] Section 16(1) of the Bills of Exchange Act defines a “bill of exchange”: 

16.(1) A bill of exchange is an unconditional order in writing, addressed by one 

person to another, signed by the person giving it, requiring the person to whom it 
is addressed to pay, on demand or at a fixed or determinable future time, a sum 
certain in money to or to the order of a specified person or to bearer. [Emphasis 

added.] 

[54] A “promissory note” is defined by Bills of Exchange Act, s 176(1): 

176.(1) A promissory note is an unconditional promise in writing made by one 
person to another person, signed by the maker, engaging to pay, on demand or at a 
fixed or determinable future time, a sum certain in money to, or to the order of, a 

specified person or to bearer. [Emphasis added.] 

[55] The Mortgage is obviously a contract: a bargain between two parties where each 

promises to do something for the other on the condition that each follows its part of the bargain. 
A contract is therefore not unconditional, and the Mortgage is neither a “bill of exchange” nor a 
“promissory note”. It therefore falls entirely outside the Bills of Exchange Act scheme. 

[56] Gladue v Asset Recovery Management & Sales explains another situation where a loan 
that was purportedly a promissory note is not unconditional: where the property that secures a 

loan may be seized on default of payment: para 15.  

[57] The “conditional” character of the Mortgage also may flow from legislation. In Whitfield 

v Chrysler Credit Canada Ltd., Lee J concluded that an automobile financing contract was not a 

bill of exchange and subject to the Bills of Exchange Act, Part V scheme because if the vehicles 
were seized and sold, that extinguished any associated debt: Law of Property Act, s 53(4). The 

same is true for mortgages: Law of Property Act, s 48(1)(a). I therefore conclude the Mortgage is 
not a document subject to the Bills of Exchange Act. 

2. Land is Not A Consumer Purchase 

[58] The second basis on which I reject Gauthier’s void consumer purchase argument is that 
the Bills of Exchange Act, s 188 explicitly excludes transactions that involve an interest in land: 

188. In this Part, 

“consumer purchase” means a purchase, other than a cash purchase, of goods or 
services or an agreement to purchase goods or services 

(a) by an individual other than for resale or for use in the course of his 
business, profession or calling, and 
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(b) from a person who is engaged in the business of selling or providing 
those goods or services; 

... 

“goods” means any article that is or may be the subject of trade or commerce, but 

does not include land or any interest therein; 

 [Emphasis added.] 

[59] A mortgage is an interest in land. It is a contract where a lender provides funds, but in 

exchange has a right in certain circumstances to take action against land that secures the loan. 
The Mortgage is formally registered against Gauthier’s St. Albert property. 

[60] This is a second, independent basis on which I reject Gauthier’s argument that the 
Mortgage is a void consumer purchase. 

3. The Purpose of the Consumer Purchase Scheme 

[61] The third reason I reject Gauthier’s argument is that he has fundamentally 
misapprehended the purpose of Part V of the Bills of Exchange Act. This is technical legislation 

and his misinterpretation is not surprising. The purpose of the Consumer Purchase scheme is not 
at all obvious when one reads ss 188-192.  

[62]  Sections 188-192 creates a transaction category, “consumer purchases” (s 188) and 

requires that a bill of exchange or promissory note that purports to document a “consumer 
purchase” must be prominently marked on its front: “Consumer Purchase” (s 190(1)). Otherwise, 

the promissory note is void (s 190(2)). Failure to mark a bill of exchange or promissory note with 
the notation “Consumer Purchase” is an offence (s 192)). A third party who holds a “consumer 
purchase” bill of exchange or promissory note is, subject to defences and set-off that would 

apply to the original recipient of the bill of exchange (s 191). 

[63] These cryptic provisions were enacted in 1970 in response to shady practices by retailers 

that targeted ordinary individual consumers. Jacob S Zeigel, “Canada Regulates Consumer 
Notes”, (1971) 26 Bus Law 1455 at 1456 explains the scam. Unscrupulous retailers would offer 
purchase financing and have the buyer sign not only a contract, but also an attached promissory 

note that required the buyer to pay, on demand, whoever held that promissory note. These were 
called “tear-off promissory notes” because the usual practice was that the promissory note was 

attached to the ‘parent’ contract by a perforated edge to facilitate removal of the promissory note. 

[64] The issue that emerged was that this arrangement permitted abuse of vulnerable 
consumers. Consumers who signed both a promissory note and a contract might face a demand 

to pay that note from a third party who received the promissory note. If so, the consumer had no 
basis to resist that claim, contrary to the consumer’s position during debt collection by the seller. 

The purchase contract created bilateral rights between the individual consumer and the seller. For 
example, if the seller failed to deliver a product, or delivered a defective product, then the 
consumer would have a defence and could refuse to pay the seller. The “consumer purchase” 

provisions expanded the buyer’s ‘defensive rights’ to also operate against a third party who had 
received the promissory note (s 191). The requirement to mark these retail promissory notes as a 

“Consumer Purchase” was to warn any potential third party that this was a different category of 
debt - someone who bought a consumer purchase tear-off promissory note could not expect to 
automatically collect on demand. 
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[65] The net effect of the 1970 amendments was two-fold. First, consumers were shielded 
from unfair demands for payment that flow from the usual application of the Bills of Exchange 

Act. Second, unscrupulous vendors and finance companies could no longer collaborate to 
demand payment where the vendor failed to deliver. These changes were actually welcomed by 

the Federated Council of Sales Finance Companies as a reasonable and appropriate step.  

[66] The Bills of Exchange Act, ss 188-192 “consumer purchase” strategy was so effective that 
the original scam it targeted rapidly went extinct. Judicial commentary on these provisions all 

but disappeared, until the provisions were ‘re-discovered’ by the OPCA community decades 
later. 

[67] This is a third independent basis on which I reject Gauthier’s consumer purchase 
argument. The legislative scheme provided for in Bills of Exchange Act, ss 188-192 is not 
intended to apply to a transaction that is documented only by a consumer purchase contract. It 

instead targets separate consumer notes that are intended to enforce payment of a debt under that 
contract. 

D. Crossroads-DMD Creates Money Out Of Thin Air 

[68] Gauthier argues that the Mortgage should not be enforced because it is fraudulent or 
grossly unfair. He argues that Crossroads-DMD did not disclose to Gauthier that what it loaned 

was “book-entry credit created out of thin air”. The “book-entry credit” cost Crossroads-DMD 
nothing and this was concealed from Gauthier. Therefore it is unfair to Gauthier for him to repay 

in real money what is, in effect, something of no actual value. 

[69] The “Counterclaim” at paras 14-19 expands on what this all means. Gauthier explains 
that banks keep only a fraction of their assets in a cash form. That means, proportionally, the 

$14,850.00 Mortgage to Gauthier was really only a loan of $957.00. The rest was “book-entry 
credit” that cost Crossroads-DMD nothing. Worse, when Gauthier made payments to 

Crossroads-DMD those payments could then again be the basis for another generation of loans 
worth many times Gauthier’s cash payments. Gauthier calculated that his $14,850.00 Mortgage 
was actually worth $232,703.40 to Crossroads-DMD, even though it ‘cost’ Crossroads-DMD 

$957.00 in cash.  He concludes that this process is a fraud and unfair. 

[70] Gauthier therefore asks the Court to refuse to enforce the Mortgage for two reasons:  

1. the Mortgage contract is void due to fraud, and  

2. Gauthier did not receive any consideration from Crossroads-DMD, and without 
reciprocal exchange of consideration there is no binding contract. 

[71] In either case, the key to Gauthier’s argument is that Crossroads-DMD “created money 
out of thin air” by a process Gauthier calls “book-entry credit”. I was unable to locate the phrase 

“book-entry credit” in any reported Canadian or UK judgments. However, this phrase appears in 
13 Australian court decisions. These largely fall into one temporal ‘cluster’, nine judgments 
between 1992 and 1994, all decided by the Federal Court of Australia trial and appellate level. 

The Federal Court decisions share many common elements. 

 Re Warner v Elders Rural Finance Limited, [1992] FCA 473: Shepherds sought to 

invalidate a livestock mortgage, and argued that all the lender had offered was a “book-
entry credit created at no cost”: para 8. Cooper J rejected this defence, noting it is well 
established law that a debit or credit applied by a financial institution is a payment, even 
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when no physical money is transferred: Eyles v Ellis, [1827] EngR 409, (1827) 4 Bing 
112 (UK) at 113-114. 

 Estate of Napier v National Australia Bank Ltd., [1992] FCA 167: The court struck out 
an application of the executor of an estate who argued the Bank had engaged in 

unconscionable conduct, and therefore should be prohibited from enforcing several 
mortgages. The executor argued the mortgage funds were “... merely accounting items 

entered in account books”, did not constitute valuable consideration, and relied 
extensively on a text by Laurence Hoins titled “How to Screw ‘Your’ Bank”: para 13. A 
template statement of claim from that book states banks create “book-entry credit out of 

thin air” at negligible cost: para 11. 

 Arnold v State Bank of South Australia, [1992] FCA 554: A three judge panel rejected 

the appeal of a farm owner couple who sought to block foreclosure. The farmers argued 
Biblical principles, the Magna Carta, and that “... the mortgage involved the creation by 
the State Bank of a book-entry credit at no cost to itself.” The court cited its previous 

jurisprudence on this issue, and observed at para 9 that the farmers had received genuine 
value from the loan as it had paid off other debts. 

 Fisher v Westpac Banking Corporation, [1992] FCA 390: The plaintiffs alleged that 
mortgages advanced only “cost-free book-entry credit which did not represent the 

commitment of ‘legal tender’”. This was misleading, deceptive, and a criminal 
conspiracy fraud: paras 1, 8. The Magna Carta was cited as a defence: para 1. The 
plaintiffs also relied on 

o a 1968 Minnesota jury trial judgment where a bookkeeping entry had not created 
money, and a Justice of the Peace, Martin V. Mahoney concluded “The Jury 

found there was no lawful consideration and I agree. Only God can created [sic] 
something of value out of nothing.” (para 4); 

o a publication titled “HOW TO SCREW YOUR BANK” (paras 5, 12); 

o publications by Major C.H. Douglas on the “secretive and oft denied fact of fiscal 
fraud by the Banks” (para 5);  

o the Magna Carta which grants the plaintiffs a right to create their own book-entry 
credit (paras 7, 14); and 

o King James Bible passages on the release of debts and prohibitions against usury 

(para 15). 

These arguments were all rejected. The plaintiffs had obtained tangible property and 

benefit from the mortgages: para 18. Loan agreements that involve electronic transfers or 
book-entries create “... real rights and real obligations ... which are enforceable at law.”: 
para 18. The action was struck out; the plaintiffs had advanced “... legal quackery by 

unqualified persons ...”: para 22. 

 Pavlomanolakos v National Australia Bank, [1993] FCA 29: The plaintiff, an orchard 

operator, argued that “creation of book-entry credits by Banks and other financial 
institutions” was unconstitutional (para 2), that a mortgage should not be enforced 

because its funds were “... created by the (Bank) as a book-entry credit ‘out of thin air’”, 
and did not represent valuable consideration: “Book-entry credit is not money.” (para 5). 
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These arguments had already been rejected in other decisions, including one by a full 
court panel. The court struck out pleadings that sought a declaration that the Magna 

Carta and Bible are part of Australian law: paras 2, 6, 19. 

 Abram v Bank of New Zealand, [1993] FCA 44: The plaintiffs sued to restrain a 

foreclosure proceeding against their home. Their statement of claim was 55 pages long 
with over 100 pages of annexes: para 6. Its reliance on the Bible, Magna Carta, and 

archaic English statutes did not support a claim known to law: para 6. An amended 
statement of claim included claims that the mortgage debt was “a book-entry credit 
created out of thin air and totally unbacked by either real wealth or security”: paras 13-

15. The plaintiffs quoted a 1968 judgment from the US, “First National Bank of 
Montgomery v Daly”, and although the plaintiffs said there were other cases from 

Canada, Australia, and New Zealand that support the illegality of book-entry credit no 
relevant authorities were provided: para 23. Einfield J noted the “book-entry credit” 
argument had been rejected in other Federal Court decisions, and, in any case, was 

simply illogical. He asked the plaintiffs how it is possible that supposedly worthless 
“book-entry credits” had been then used by the plaintiff for paycheques and to pay for 

household expenses. The plaintiff had no explanation for how the bank had committed a 
conspiracy and fraud when the “book-entry credit” it had advanced was literally paying 
for “... the food eaten by his family.”: para 28 

 Grey v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Ltd., [1993] FCA 54: The plaintiffs 
claimed that a mortgage funded by “book-entry credit” and “at no cost” is false, 

misleading, and should not be enforced (para 7). In the alternative the plaintiffs should be 
entitled to use the same procedure (para 8). The plaintiffs’ application could not be 
denied because the Magna Carta and Bill of Rights 1688 guarantee “(a) jury trial (b) 

protection of livelihood and (c) freehold”: para 14. The Banking Group was (para 15): 

... in clear breach of the Divine Law, God's Law, which the Court is duty 

bound in law and in all conscience to uphold in accordance with the 
interlocking oaths of Queen Elizabeth II and the judges of the Federal 
Court of Australia. 

The court struck out the action, citing Fisher v Westpac Banking Corporation: para 18. 

 Pavlomanolakos v National Australia Bank, [1993] FCA 222: A panel of three judges 

denied leave to appeal of the Pavlomanolakos v National Australia Bank, [1993] FCA 
29 decision by one Federal Court judge. Hill J concluded other decisions established the 

book-entry credit argument has no basis in law: 

... It should by now be clear that howsoever it be pleaded, a case cannot be 
made out in Australia that mortgages are invalid on the ground that the 

operations of banks or finance companies in making loans involve the 
creation of credit. Particularly the decision in First National Bank of 

Montgomery v Jerome Daly (1968), County Court, Credit River, 
Minnesota, whether or not correctly decided under the law of Minnesota, 
is not part of the law of Australia.  

If the various matters sought to be argued in cases such as Arnold v State 
Bank of South Australia (Full Court, unreported, 18 November 1992) and 
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Warner v Elders Rural Finance Limited (Full Court, unreported, 26 March 
1993) are henceforth sought to be reargued in this Court, it is my view that 

the party seeking to reargue these matters may face an order for indemnity 
costs.  

 Shields v Cbfc Limited, [1994] FCA 1311: A three judge panel refused the appeal of a 
couple who had rented an engineering lathe and then denied they were obliged to make 

payments on the rent contract because the alleged debt was “created by the respondent as 
a book entry credit at no cost whatsoever”: para 6 The appellants filed extracts from “a 
manual, “How to Screw your Bank”, and also cited the Magna Carta, English Statutes, 

and the Bible: para 6. Much of the appeal revolved on questions of fact and on whether 
the trial judge was biased. 

[72] The language and quoted passages in these Federal Court decisions show a very strong 
resemblance to that used by Gauthier in his October 13, 2015 materials.  

[73] The subsequent Australian  “book-entry credit” jurisprudence includes: 

 Skyring, Ex parte; Re Attorney-General of the Commonwealth & Ors, [1996] 
HCATrans 87: the High Court of Australia denied leave to notorious vexatious litigant 

Alan George Skyring, who invoked the “book entry credit” concept in his currency 
arguments. 

 Fyffe v State of Victoria, [2000] HCATrans 233: the High Court of Australia denied 

leave to a homeowner who sought to block foreclosure, and argued the Magna Carta, the 
Bill of Rights 1688, human rights legislation, and the 1968 Minnesota decision of “Ali 

First National Bank v Montgomery” indicated “book entry credit” and “fraction reserve 
banking” is illegal. 

 Flynn v National Australia Bank, [2009] WASCA 168: an application to stay a 
foreclosure was denied where the allegation was  

... the bank was loaning 'not cash currency of the Commonwealth of 
Australia' but 'book entry credit created out of nothing.' 

 National Australia Bank Limited v Norman, [2012] VSC 14: a homeowner argued 

against a summary judgment and foreclosure, saying: 

... the debt upon which the bank relied ‘was created by the Plaintiff as a 

book-entry out of thin air (or less) and thus the Plaintiff has no right 
whatsoever to claim payments in cash currency in return for the book-
entry credit’. 

[The defence and counterclaim were] comprised of random, almost 
incomprehensible, statements, propositions, quotations, argument and 

references to other material that appeared to have been lifted from other 
documents and randomly pasted into the pleading. 

 These arguments were rejected. The subsequent appeal confirmed that result. 

[74] It is obvious that the Australian courts have on many occasions considered and rejected 
“book-entry credit” arguments that are exactly the same as those advanced by Gauthier. There is 

another connection. I was able to locate a copy of the evocatively titled “manual” identified in 
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the Australian judgments: Laurence F. Hoins, How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank: What Bank? Any 
Bank, 2nd ed (Nowra: self-published, 1992) [“How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank”].  

[75] The author of How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank, Laurence Hoins, describes himself as a man of 
many careers and talents, and offers his services to assist those who seek to implement his 

concepts. He says a bank withdrew its debt collection action when confronted by his stratagem 
and documents. How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank  is a guide to nullify debt collection: 

This Manual shows you how to take the initiative, how to take the fight to the 

enemy. The facts standing behind the basic defence loom over the banks like a 
spectre. 

Copies of letters and hitherto secret bank documents arranged as Exhibits (to be 
attached to your Defence or Writ) for your own action are laid out for easy 
photocopying; that's why the Manual is spiral bound - for your convenience. 

A professional list of books and learned articles, combined with the letters and 
bank documents, proves beyond doubt that my basic point of defence is true and 

correct. Nevertheless, there are thirteen (13) separate, specific and detailed 
grounds for your action. 

All are backed with a comprehensive list of the relevant laws and other factual 

sources including evidence from within the banking industry itself. 

... 

I disclose The Great Secret in awfully clear detail as to what the banks really are 
doing, then prove it with their own documents (including the now infamous 
Westpac Letters, as well as the equally infamous Commonwealth Bank internal 

memos) and other indisputable sources. 

This self-help Manual is not a book in the conventional sense. 

It is, in fact, a Manual of strategy and tactics; a loaded monster gun waiting for 
you to point in the right direction and fire. 

How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank , page 3 to 4 

[76] Hoins promises that with these tools the reader will “[b]ecome the hunter instead of the 
hunted.” 

[77] How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank traces the calculations used by the Australian “book-entry 
credit” litigants and Gauthier. The 1968 Minnesota case mentioned in many of the Australian 
cases, First National Bank of Montgomery v Daly, is reproduced and discussed. The book also 

reproduces much correspondence between the author and various government and bank 
authorities concerning “the creation of money” by banks, and other related articles. Last, Hoins 

provides template documents and a step-by-step guide to implement his scheme and thereby 
defeat bank debt claims. 

[78] It appears that  How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank is the source of Gauthier’s “book-entry 

credit” argument. For example, Exhibit 6 of the October 13, 2015 Affidavit is a five page 
document titled “Evidence of Book-Entry Credit” that lists publications, articles, and quotations. 

Aside from minor edits and item numbering, Exhibit 6 is an exact, word-for-word duplicate of 
pages 114 to 120 of How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank .  
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[79] Further, comparison of Gauthier’s materials and the form documents in How To Screw 
‘Your’ Bank make it is obvious that Gauthier has adapted his documents from this source. For 

example: 

“Counterclaim”, para 5: 

5. That the Defendants loaned book-entry credit created at no cost 
whatsoever to the Defendant and fraudulently passed that cost-free book-entry 
credit off to the Plaintiff as legal tender whereas in truth and in fact the Plaintiff 

himself provided his own legal tender by virtue of the 6,340.54 in cash monies 
taken from his account to the Defendants and the defendants illegal transaction 

alone is cause for the alleged loan documents to be struck out. 

How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank , pp 112, “Application” form document: 

3. That the Respondents loaned book-entry credit created at no cost whatever 

to the First Respondent and fraudulently passed that cost-free book-entry credit 
off to the Applicant as legal tender whereas in truth and in fact the Applicant 

himself provided his own legal tender by virtue of the (insert amount you have 
paid 'your'bank) in cash monies he paid to the Respondents and the Respondents' 
illegal transaction alone is cause for the alleged loan documents to be struck out. 

“Counterclaim”, para 21: 

21. Further and in the alternative, if the Court finds that the Defendants are 

somehow entitled to create cost free, book-entry credit and that book-entry credit 
so created is valid in law and in fact then the Plaintiff claims the same right. 

How To Screw ‘Your’ Bank , pp 112, “Application” form document: 

4. Further and in the alternative, if the Court finds that the Respondents are 
somehow entitled to create cost-free book-entry credit and that book-entry credit 

so created is valid in law and in fact then the Applicant claims the same right. 

[80] I adopt the analysis of the Australian courts in relation to the “book-entry credit” 
argument advanced by Hoins, and now Gauthier. It is no defence whatsoever. In particular I 

agree with the Federal Court of Australia that: 

1. a bookkeeping debit or credit applied by a financial institution is a payment even 

if no physical money is transferred (Re Warner v Elders Rural Finance Limited; 
Eyles v Ellis); 

2. bank loans and mortgages generate genuine benefit, so they do provide adequate 

consideration to support a contract (Arnold v State Bank of South Australia; 
Fisher v Westpac Banking Corporation; Abram v Bank of New Zealand) 

3. electronic transfers or banking book entries create enforceable legal rights (Fisher 

v Westpac Banking Corporation). 

[81] French J in Fisher v Westpac Banking Corporation at para 22 called Hoins’ “book-entry 

credit” concept “legal quackery”. It’s as good a label as any, though now in Canada we would 
more formally classify this as an OPCA ‘money for nothing’ scheme. 
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[82] While Gauthier did not raise the First National Bank of Montgomery v Daly decision, I 
note that in Permanent Custodians Ltd v Virgin Investments Pty Ltd & Anor, [2009] VSC 429, 

Justice Forrest rejected its legal validity after a detailed investigation at paras 39-50 which 
explains: 

1. Martin V. Mahoney was what could probably be best described by a rogue judge 
who then personally faced court proceedings as a consequence of the First 

National Bank of Montgomery v Daly decision; 

2. the trial decision has been vacated and systematically rejected as a precedent; 

3. Daly was disbarred as a lawyer for his tax- and banking-related arguments; and 

4. Forrest J concludes at para 50: 

... Absent his death, it is fair to assume that Justice of the Peace 
Mahoney would have been removed from office. The Credit River 

decisions are worthless as authority for any proposition in any Court in 
this country. 

[83] The same is true in Canada. 

[84] Beyond that, the ‘banks create money’ motif has been considered and rejected in other 
Commonwealth jurisdictions, including Canada (Bank of Montreal v Rogozinsky, 2014 ABQB 

771 at paras 48-54, 18 Alta LR (6th) 1; Banque Royale du Canada c Minicozzi, 2013 QCCQ 
6566, affirmed 2013 QCCA 1722; Viglione c Banque de Montréal, at para 13) and the Republic 

of Ireland (Freeman & anor v Bank of Scotland (Ireland) Ltd & ors, at para 29; Harrold v Nua 

Mortgages Ltd.; Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Ltd. v Peacock, at paras 28-29, 88; 
Kearney v KBC Bank Ireland Plc & Anor, at para 20; McCarthy & Ors v Bank of Scotland Plc 

& Anor, at paras 9-14) 

[85] I therefore conclude that Gauthier’s “book-entry credit” argument is not a basis to 

invalidate the Crossroads-DMD Mortgage. 

E. Charter and Treaty Obligations 

[86] Gauthier’s “Counterclaim” at paragraph 2 appears to allege that Crossroads-DMD is in 

violation of the Canadian constitution and international treaties: 

 “Constitution Act 1982 section 7” 

 “Article 5 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights” 

 “Articles 8 and 17 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights” 

[87] I presume the first item means the Charter, s 7. Crossroads-DMD has no obligation to 
Gauthier under the Charter. Its application is restricted to the Canadian federal, provincial, and 

territorial governments, including their delegates: Charter, s 32(1); RWDSU v Dolphin Delivery 

Ltd., [1986] 2 SCR 573, 33 DLR (4th) 174. 

[88] International treaties, themselves, have no legal effect on governments or persons in 

Canada. A treaty is an agreement between states that is political in nature: A.G. for Ontario v 

Scott, [1956] SCR 137 at 142, 1 DLR (2d) 433. The only way in which an international treaty 

has any force and effect inside this country is by government order or if the treaty’s provisions 
are enacted as Canadian legislation: Capital Cities Communications Inc. v Canadian Radio-
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Television Commission, [1978] 2 SCR 141 at 188, 81 DLR (3d) 609. Canadian governments 
may ignore international treaty and law, and even legislate in conflict and default on its 

international obligations, provided it is done in an explicit manner: R v Hape, 2007 SCC 26 at 
paras 53-54, [2007] 2 SCR 292. 

[89] That means that Gauthier’s recourse to these two treaties is irrelevant to this Court and its 
analysis of Crossroads-DMD’s actions. 

F. Law of Property Act Requirements 

[90] Gauthier’s “Counterclaim” indicates Crossroads-DMD has not conformed to Law of 
Property Act, ss 38(2), 38(4) and 40(1). Sections 38(2) and 38(4) require that Crossroads-DMD 

provide information concerning alleged breach of a mortgage’s terms within 30 days, and a 
failure to provide an adequate answer in 30 days suspends enforcement of mortgage terms. 

[91] I have reviewed the letter and email correspondence between Gauthier and counsel for 

Crossroads-DMD, which is Exhibits 2, 3 and 5 of Gauthier’s unfiled “Affidavit”. Arguably a 
Law of Property Act, s 38(2) demand was made by Gauthier on May 12, 2015. Leaving aside the 

question whether this is evidence properly before the Court, I conclude that the August 17, 2015 
affidavit of Maureen Macdonald completely satisfies any requirement under s 38(2). There is no 
obstacle to Crossroads-DMD advancing its foreclosure action per the Mortgage. 

[92] Section 40(1) of the Law of Property Act, limits the Crossroads-DMD foreclosure to the 
Residence. That is exactly what Crossroads-DMD has sought in its Statement of Claim. 

G. Appraised Values of Residence 

[93] Crossroads-DMD has entered into evidence a July 8, 2015 appraisal of the Residence by 
Real Estate Appraiser Garrett Hagan. Based only an exterior inspection he concluded the market 

value of Residence as $332,000.00.  

[94] Gauthier in his October 13, 2015 “Affidavit” has attached as an exhibit an Appraisal of 

the Residence by Ergil Bains & Associates, dated June 12, 2015, that states a fair market value 
for the Residence is $372,000.00. 

[95] Gauthier argues the different valuations means Crossroads-DMD is engaged in 

“misleading and deceitful tactics”. I do not think the different appraisals establish that, but 
Gauthier’s appraisal evidence is obviously very relevant and useful for the Court in establishing 

an appropriate price for court-ordered sale of the Residence, should the need arise. The Gauthier 
appraisal may be preferred since it was based on both interior and exterior inspection of the 
Residence. 

H. Redemption Order 

[96] The Redemption Order sought by Crossroads-DMD is granted in the regular court 

template form. The redemption period is set for 30 days from the date of service of the Order 
flowing from this decision, following which the Plaintiff may list the property for sale for 60 
days at $372,000.00 or such higher sum as the listing realtor may recommend. Costs are awarded 

on a solicitor-client indemnity basis. Counsel for Crossroads DMD may submit the order directly 
to me for signature without first obtaining the approval of the Defendant as to the form of Order. 
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V. Amendment of the Statement of Claim 

[97] Gauthier’s October 13, 2015, application at paragraphs 1-4 seeks: 

1. An amendment to the plaintiff’s Statement of Claim whereas they have 
my name written in all capital letters representing the artificial person, 

juristic personality, legal person, subject of Her Majesty the Queen which 
I am not. The name should be written as follows: Adam Christian 
Gauthier. 

2. I do not wish to take recognization as a person before the law as per my 
article 16 right from the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

rights. 

3. Any attempt to intimidate me or arbitrarily force me to do so would be in 
violation of Article 8 of the ICCPR which prohibits holding someone in 

servitude. Via being recognized as a subject of Her Majesty. 

4. Any attempt to force me into recognition as a person before the law also 

violates Article 5 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights. 

[Sic.] 

[98] I will not respond to Gauthier’s application unless it is filed with the Court and then 
served on the Plaintiff. However, it is obvious from the documents provided that Gauthier 

subscribes to double/split person “Strawman” theories. He objects to being identified by a name 
in all capital letters because he believes that designates his “artificial person, juristic personal, 
legal person”: his “Strawman”. He need not worry on this point. As I have previously indicated 

the binding character of Meads v Meads, Gauthier is just one entity, human and legal person, all 
wrapped inextricably together in one neat package. That is a principal of law recognized 

universally by Canadian courts. It is not only binding on me, it is also legally correct. 

[99] I have noted what the Newfoundland Court of Appeal has said in Fiander v Mills about 
“Strawman” theory. Gauthier advances these concepts at his own risk, including the risk of an 

award of costs against him personally. 

[100] As for writing names one way or another, it does not matter. In R v Lindsay, 2002 BCCA 

687, 180 BCAC 4, Detaxer David Kevin Lindsay argued this distinction was relevant on court 
documents, and demanded his name be formatted in the manner sought by Gauthier. Esson JA 
indicated the distinction between name formats was meaningless. See also R v Linehan, 2000 

ABQB 815 at para 13, 276 AR 383; R v Kennay, [2001] BCJ No 2929 at paras 6, 8 (QL) (BC 
Prov Ct); R v Hyde, 2003 BCSC 368 at paras 7-8, 61 WCB (2d) 530; R v Lemieux, 2007 SKPC 

135 at paras 45-46, [2008] 2 CTC 291; R v Loosdrecht, 2008 BCPC 400 at para 36, [2009] 4 
CTC 49; City of Burnaby v Gildemeester, 2014 BCSC 2441 at paras 11-12, 22 MPLR (5th) 137. 

VI. Costs 

[101] Crossroads-DMD is successful in its application for a redemption order. The terms of the 
Mortgage are that Crossroad-DMD receives solicitor-client indemnity costs for any litigation 

steps required to enforce the Mortgage. I would have awarded those costs in any case to 
Crossroads-DMD for any steps required to respond to Gauthier’s “consumer note” and “book-
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entry credit arguments”. These two arguments are clearly frivolous and nothing more than OPCA 
‘money for nothing’ scams that should be deterred. 

VII. Conclusion 

[102] In preparing this decision I have expanded my investigation and analysis perhaps further 

than the minimum required. My hope that a more complete dissection of Gauthier’s 
misconceptions will assist him and others to better understand the law. As I have observed in my 
response to his “consumer purchase” argument, some aspects of law and legislation are cryptic, 

and reported judgments such as this one will hopefully be a useful educational resource. 

[103] Gauthier also indicated to me that he has other litigation either pending or underway, and 

it would be unfortunate if he pursued avenues that Canadian courts have identified as frivolous 
and vexatious. This Court takes a strict approach to attempts to misuse its processes, as is 
illustrated by the recent Re Boisjoli, 2015 ABQB 629 decision. I recommend Gauthier review 

that judgment carefully. 

[104] Beyond that, it would be a pity if Gauthier lost his home because he exercised poor 

discretion in his search for reliable sources of legal information. There are better alternatives 
than obsolete legal dictionaries, discounted texts like How to Screw ‘Your’ Bank , and Youtube 
videos of men scribbling on whiteboards. The decision is, of course, up to Gauthier, however, he 

should think carefully before he makes statements such as: 

I can find no law that authorizes book-entry credit and thus must conclude it is 

fraudulent criminal activity which I cannot take part in. ... 

He cannot expect the courts to view him as a ‘fair dealer’. When he makes such statements the 
Court may be inclined to accept the alternative that Gauthier’s appearance in court is for an 

improper and ulterior purpose. If so, Gauthier can expect negative consequences. 
 

Heard on the 1th day of October, 2015. 
Dated at the City of Edmonton, Alberta this 6th day of November, 2015. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Sandra L. Schulz 

M.C.C.Q.B.A. 
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